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User guide
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Designed for you
The Prosys range of continence products have been designed to be 
comfortable to use and to provide you with confidence in managing your 
bladder health.

Our comprehensive range of Flofit sheaths are available in three different 
styles and five sizes, to provide you with choice to select a product that is 
fit for your needs. 

Prosys Flofit Sheaths
For Comfort

  Made with 100% silicone

  Includes hair protectors

  Compatible with Prosys drainage bags 

For Confidence

  Skin friendly adhesives providing security 

  Easy to apply and remove 

  Kink resistant spout 

Any questions?  
Call 0800 012 6779 and we will be happy to help

Ref 1. Data on file. July 2020

97%
of patients  
feel confident 
wearing Flofit 1 

Suitable for
24hrs

 
Prosys Flofit 
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A standard length sheath with centrally 
positioned adhesive is suitable for men 
who need a sheath to cover the entire 
length of the penis

Selecting the correct style 
Flofit sheaths come in 3 styles. Each style has been designed to meet 
specific patient requirements

A pop on sheath with maximum adhesive 
area is suitable for men who do not need 
the sheath to cover the entire penis, 
and is useful for men who experience 
retraction. 

A wide band sheath with greater 
adhesive area is suitable for men who 
are active and need to cover the entire 
length of the penis. 

Selecting Prosys Flofit Sheath Size

 Prosys Flofit is available in 5 sizes;  
24, 28, 31, 35, 40mm

 For fitting, measure the penis at the  
widest point by carefully placing the  
cut-out of the measuring guide around  
the mid-shaft of the penis

 If you find the penis is in between two 
sizes, select the larger one

STANDARD

POP-ON

WIDE BAND
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Prosys Flofit Sheath
How to fit 
①①   Please ensure you are wearing the correct sheath size by utilising the 

measuring guide enclosed.

②②   Please ensure you have washed your hands before you use the Prosys Flofit 
Sheath. Gloves should be worn if the sheath is being fitted by a healthcare 
professional.

③③   If necessary, trim any pubic hair or use the hair protectors supplied.  
Do not shave as this can cause skin irritation. Wash the penis and groin area 
using a mild unperfumed soap and completely dry before proceeding.

④④   Open the sheath pouch – tear along the perforation to access the product. 

⑤⑤   Remove the sheath from the pack by the spout and clear plastic cone.

⑥⑥   Take the sheath off the plastic cone by holding the sheath just below the 
spout (point A on Diagram 6) and pull down gently on the plastic cone.

⑦⑦   Position the sheath over the penis. Unroll the sheath along the shaft of the 
penis, keeping it even and straight until fully unrolled.

⑧⑧   Place your hand around the shaft of the penis and the sheath. Hold the 
adhesive area for 60 seconds – this will allow the adhesive to warm up and 
will ensure a secure fit. 

⑨⑨   Fit the leg bag to leg before connecting to the sheath to avoid any twisting. 

How to remove 
①①   The sheath can be worn for up to a 24hr period.

②②   Removal of the sheath may be easier in the bath or shower. Use warm 
soapy water and a wash-cloth before gently rolling off the sheath.

③③   Dispose of your sheath and wash your hands.
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Spout

Plastic
cone

A Pull up
gently

Pull down
gently

PLEASE NOTE: if your skin becomes irritated whilst using this product, do not use until you 
have spoken to your healthcare professional. Always check your skin between applications 
to ensure there is no irritation. Ensure you always dry your skin properly before applying a 
new sheath. 

❶❶ ❷❷ ❸❸

❹❹ ❺❺ ❻❻

❼❼ ❽❽ ❾❾

❿❿ ⓫⓫ ⓬⓬
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Connect to a leg bag  
① ① It is important you wash your hands prior to connecting your leg bag.

② ② Open the leg bag peel pouch, in here you will find a pair of gloves 
enclosed. Please put these on before you remove the leg bag from 
its packaging. 

③ ③ Ensure the lever on the outlet tap is in closed position. 

④ ④ Remove the blue protective cap from the inlet connector.

⑤ ⑤ Insert the inlet connector into the end of the sheath. 

If you are using a leg bag, you will be required to reconnect to the 
bag when the sheath is changed every day, unless you are using a 
single use night bag. The reusable leg bag will need to be changed 
every 5-7 days. 

How to secure 
① ① The Prosys Leg Bag should be positioned on the thigh or calf, 

depending on the tube length, and secured appropriately with the 
leg bag straps provided. 

② ② Feed the Leg Bag Straps through the eyelets on the bag and ensure 
the silicone beaded lines are positioned against the leg for optimal 
comfort and security. 

③ ③ Position the leg bag below the bladder for continuous urine flow 
and storage.
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Prosys Flofit Sheath Box of 30

Reference Description Size PIP code

Standard style
PSS24STD/B Standard style 24mm  406-0059 

PSS28STD/B Standard style 28mm 405-9762

PSS31STD/B Standard style 31mm 405-9770

PSS35STD/B Standard style 35mm 405-9788

PSS40STD/B Standard style 40mm 405-9796

Pop-on style
PSS24POPON/B Pop-on style 24mm 405-9804

PSS28POPON/B Pop-on style 28mm 405-9812

PSS31POPON/B Pop-on style 31mm 405-9754

PSS35POPON/B Pop-on style 35mm 405-9820

PSS40POPON/B Pop-on style 40mm 405-9846

Wide band style
PSS24WIDEBD/B Wide band style 24mm 405-9911

PSS28WIDEBD/B Wide band style 28mm 405-9903

PSS31WIDEBD/B Wide band style 31mm 405-9887

PSS35WIDEBD/B Wide band style 35mm 405-9879

PSS40WIDEBD/B Wide band style 40mm 405-9853

Ordering information
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Clinisupplies Limited  
1 Blackmoor Lane, Croxley Park, Watford, Hertfordshire WD18 8GA, UK
Telephone: 020 8863 4168    Fax: 020 8426 0768    Email: info@clinisupplies.co.uk
www.clinisupplies.co.uk CS23362_1020 v2

Call our customer care team:

0800 012 6779
Anytime online: 
www.clinidirect.co.uk
Clinisupplies product support: 0800 066 3754
Email: productsupport@clinisupplies.co.uk

Opening hours:   
8am-6pm Mon-Fri. 9am-12pm Sat.

Let us come to you
Simply order your NHS prescriptions for any urine bags, 
catheters or sheaths and we will deliver direct to your door, 
at no extra cost to you or the NHS.

Every order  
tracked to  
your door

Every order is checked 
and re-checked to 

ensure order accuracy

Dedicated 
customer  
care line 


